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11_ Course Specifics

B.

Hours:

Units:

3 hours - lecture/demonstration

3 units

C. Prerequisite: ESL 62 OR 68 OR 140, OR placement in ESL 72 OR 150 OR higher
Advise: CARS 10 and 20, or industry experience intended for CARS degree-candidate
students and culinary professionals.

D. Course Descnption:-------- - -

The purpose of this course is to acquaint the student
with the ever changing needs and demands of
peoples dietary habits. Establish new dishes based
upon "classical" ideologies.

E. Field Trips: No

F. Method of Grading: Letter Grade

G. Repeatability: 0
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III. Catalog Description

Three(3) hours of lecture/demonstration with class participation.
Special attention paid to health problems associated with the
"typical" American diet, the various food guide pyramids,
comparing and contrasting cultural diets, moderate daily guidelines,
and the search for an optimal diet.

IlIA. Need/Justification/Goals

The need for this course is imperative. Vegetarianism, veganism
and "healthier" eating have become part of the mainstream.
Restaurants, as well as grocery stores, offering a healthier alternative
are gaining momentum, especially in the Bay Area. Currently
it is very difficult to teach the bulk of this overwhelming material
within our existing courses. Offering this course will give present
and future H&R students, as well as industry professionals, a broader
understanding of the diversity of our industry.

IV. Course objectives

A. Upon completion of this course the student will be able to name the
fundamentals and recall the definitions of nutrition and basic cooking
techniques associated with a healthier lifestyle.

B. The student will be able to identify the flavors, colors and textures of a
recipe without adding extra fat and/or calories.

C. The student will be able to interpret the "exchange system" so that calorie
control becomes an easier part of shopping, cooking and dining. The
student will compare classical recipes with those of "healthier cooking."

D. The student will be able to design a menu based upon techniques of
healthy cooking and evaluate its importance in day to day living.
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V. Course Content

A. Introduction
1. \Vhy offer this class?
2. Nutritional information (repeated throughout semester)
3. Syllabus

B. Ingredients
1. Substitutes for salt, sugar, fats and eggs
2. Types of flours, sweeteners, fats/shortenings
3. The benefits of fiber
4. Current vs. Recommended daily intake of salts, sugars,

fats, and eggs

C. Cooking Techniques
1. Dry, moist, combination, grilling, and broiling

D. Analysis of a recipe
1. How to modify a "classic" recipe to fit into your

lifestyle
2. Use of the exchange system

E. Fruits and Vegetables
1. Definition and Classification
2. Purchasing and Storage
3. Cooking options

F. Various grains, pastas and rice dishes
1. Definition and Classification
2. Purchasing and Storage
3. Cooking options

G. Appetizers, Hors D'oeuvre and Salads

1. Offer some exciting new starts to a meal
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H. Stocks, Soups and Thickening agents
1. Use fresh, full bodied stocks frec of all traces of fat

as the base for soups
2. Emphasize soups based on vegetables
3. Thickening soups with puree of vegetables or starchy

ingredients instead of roux

1. Relishes, Chutneys, Dressings, and Sauces
1. Modification of classic cold sauces, such as

mayonnaise and vinaigrettes
2. Maintaining the integrity of a sauce without compromising

its flavor and texture

J. Baking, Desserts and Pastries
1. Special recipes for a variety of doughs and cookies
2. Modification of classic desserts

VI. Instructional Methodology

A. Assignments
1. Construction of recipes and menus that satisfy a healthier

eating alternative.

B. Evaluation
1. Attendance.
2. Written qllizzes, midterm exam and final exam. Tests will

require the student to demonstrate an understanding of the
fundamentals and definitions of nutrition; identify flav0rs,
colors and textures; interpret the "exchange system;" contrast
healthy cooking with classical cuisine; create a simple menu
based upon techniques of healthy cooking.

3. Practical, hands-on final exam to demonstrate the student's
knowledge of the material.

C. Text and other Materials
1. The Professional Chef's Techniques ofHealthy Cooking by

The Culinary Institute of America. Published by Van
Nostrand Reinhold, 1997, 1st Revised Edition, Paperback

2. Handouts from the instructor.
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D. Methods
1. Lecture to present facts, principles and concepts of the above

topics.
2. Videos to help the student visualize the areas discussed.
3. Guest lecturers.
4. Class discussion to review, clarify and reinforce material.

VII. Requested Classification

Credit / Degree Applicable


